
 More Events for your Diaries
1. The BMAA will be hosting the fifth 
running of this very special event for 
Single Seat Deregulated Microlights 
(SSDR) at Enstone Airfield, Oxfordshire, 

th thover the weekend of 13  to 15  July

2. Wingland Airfield are hosting 2 weekend 
fly-ins over the summer
a.Friday 25th May to Monday 28th May

st rdb. Friday 31  August to Monday 3  Sept.
Both weekends are raising money for Air 
Ambulance and Macmillan
Included during the events:
Microlights - Paramotors  -  Gyros - 
Music & Camping
Bacon Buttie Breakfast Saturday and 
Sunday
BBQ Saturday lunchtime

Staverton Fly-in
Wednesday 16th May saw the first of our 
summer fly-ins take place 
With the weather being grey and quite windy 
this restricted the number of aircraft to only 7.but 
many more drove to the event so overall there 
was a good Club turnout.
Many thanks to all the guys from Staverton and 
The Flying Shack for hosting this event and 
providing a free barbeque for us all to enjoy and 
for making us all feel welcome.
Let’s hope that this is the first of many events to 
come for this summer. 
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AIRSCREW

Please send any content for future 
Airscrew editions to the Editor 
Pete Smith: 
Many Thanks

jellylegs56@hotmail.com

Aircraft parked up at Staverton. 
Bill Keel-Stocker can be seen in the distance on 
finals.

https://svmc.info


Weather and Radar App on your phone….
Well I hope the truculence of the weather so far this year doesn't continue or we will be in the same 
pickle as last year. By truculence I mean unpredictability - and it would also appear impossible for 

th ththe forecasts to get it right. On April 16  and 17  I was fully kitted up in wooly hat, overalls and fleece 
thwhile working outside in the perishing cold. By Wednesday 18  it was hot and sunny but blowing and 

gusting so hard that flying a flexwing was forgotten about. Instead I attended the first 'Biker Night' of 
the season up at Toddington (a massive turn out – over 400 bikes). Thursday was a good flying day 
but unfortunately I was allocated to other duties. So on Friday I had arranged to meet Andy Bill at 
Over around 9am for a trip up to Halfpenny Green. No chance – thick fog/mist hanging around and it 
was going to take some time to burn off. Rob Keene had a student he was planning to take down to 
his place in France - so that was over 400 miles delayed as well. As it was we got off around 11:30 
having changed the plans because Andy needed to pick his kids up. And that's where Weather and 
Radar on your phone is a great help. A satellite overlay on the current weather map tells you where 
the good bits are and where to avoid storm cells etc. Andy had never been into Broad Meadow so 
we followed the good weather and went west - then we headed South to Usk and back to Over. 
Given the heat in the day I was expecting to be punched all over the sky but it was perfect. Towards 
Wales gin blue and clear. Looking back towards Gloucester, cloud and clag all over the Cotswolds. 
Going solo for the first time in ages I find the Blade has a seriously good climb and much better 
cruise performance. While I was bimbleing around Andy was taking pictures.
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2018 Club Meetings and Events
· January AGM – and something special
· February – A trip to the Jet Age museum Staverton
· March – Tom Hay CFI from The Shack on his flying career both in 

Spain and locally (7:30 for 8)
· April – no meeting, time to fettle those aircraft
· May – Summer flying season starts - Popham show on Saturday 

5th & Sunday 6th May

th th· June – Fly-UK – register at fly-uk.org (15  – 24 )
· June - Franglais-Friendly – Rob Keene organizing near Montauban 

thFrance (23rd-28 )
· July – Fly Ins possible, Over Feast, Abergavenny, Redlands

th· May – Staverton BBQ on 16  
· May – Keep the ideas coming we need more venues

Severn Valley behind us still clagged in… Newent looking towards the Malvern's
 – getting better all the time…



 

 

So my thought here is that when we have younger or new(ish) Club members let's take the
time to buddy up and take them to places they may not feel ready to go into solo. Andy
enjoyed it - and so did I. 

Heading South for Usk

I also learnt some things about Germany
As I'm getting older I find that my friends are also hitting significant birthdays. My mate, who 

thlives in Germany, had a 60  birthday celebration planned and we were invited to go for four 
days to help him celebrate. During the stay England was cold and mainly wet. In Germany 
we had perfect sun and temperatures approaching 27!! As we drove, rode and walked 
around seeing the local sights I had to conclude that there is something very honest about a 
nation that respects and doesn't hide its industrial heritage, continually strives for perfection 
and treats craftsmen and women with equal respect as academics. This bit for the mag is a 
trip we did on the final day to what looked, from the road, like a rather odd collection – 
Museum Kiemele, 73569 Eschach-Seifertshofen. Google maps has it as Swabian 
Farmers and Technology – but it's much more than that. When we went in we were 
greeted by a helicopter perching on a steam train and for some unknown reason guarded by 
a dinosaur and a tank! The place was huge – acres of buildings and exhibits that left me 
wondering how a nation with this industrial capability and heritage ever lost the war. I will 
show you just a few of the aircraft on display and ignore the tractors (Lanz Bulldog fast 
tractor picture), tanks, motorcycles, stuffed animals etc…  This place is well worth a visit and 
set in glorious countryside. It has a restaurant and I could have spent a day there with no 
problem. Did you know the Austin 7 was built under licence in Germany and had a BMW 
badge! Did you know the old Blue Fordson Major was also built in Germany and became 
Brown and covered in Bosche ancillaries. Jets, missiles, rockets, bombs and pilot training 
equipment – its all there. Go and take a look. Stuttgart is about an hour away and as cheap 
as chips in terms of air fares. About £32 each to get there on a Thursday.
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And Usk – all to ourselves…



 

  
 

      
Navigation Training and the original fast tractor – the LANZ Bulldog.
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Don't fret… or leave your maintenance too late.

I learnt about this particular problem a while back but the early 
season flying opportunities have intercepted my normal 
dedicated maintenance time – so I was catching up ready for a 
trip to Popham - time for some new plugs I thought. On 
removing the plug top on the front cylinder I was greeted by 
metal dust – and lots of it. As we all know this can lead to the 
plug shorting. So I changed the plugs, cleaned it all out and 
replaced the shot cord which is there to stop the plug top 
chattering. That was the cause – the elasticity of the shot cord 
had deteriorated and it was doing very little. The shot cord was 
shot. I also found another one on the exhaust side was on its 
last legs due to exhaust heat. A stich in time? Only just.

Popham 2018 – perfect 
The weather came good and followed us out of Germany just in time for Popham. I will let 
Pete do the full write up but I just wanted to bring your attention to Dr Bill Brooks (BA 
(Hons), MSc, PhD, VEng, FTAeS. As most of you will know, Bill is responsible for the majority 
of ground breaking changes in Flexwing design and is still a Director of P&M Aviation 
responsible for all major aircraft design and modifications. Some of the older Club members 
might remember Bill came to give a talk to the Club (many years ago) and thrilled us by 
walking up and down the room while ridge soaring one of his perfect light weight models. Well 
he has lost none of his skills over the years. At 12:30 on Sunday 6th Pete and I were 
sheltering from the Popham sun in the lecture tent when Bill came in and delivered his talk, 
which was a mixture of his personal engineering life and the dynamics that make the modern 
flex wing so much more capable and benign than the early attempts back in the 70s. Brilliant – 
he flew his models demonstrating how an incorrect thrust line will lead to a tumbling aircraft. 
He flew a perfectly balanced one all across the marquee. And the dark arts of how stability 
and performance are designed into a wing were all revealed. Well I had forgotten just how 
good Bill is at all this, so when it was over I broached the subject of his coming to do the same 
talk for the SVMC Club over the winter. It's possible - but to ensure we get the numbers up I 
will approach the Strut and see if we can combine on this one. After the talk Bill also joined 
Pete and I on the P&M stand to show and explain in detail how the new generation topless 
wings (as used on the PulsR) achieve all the characteristics for strength, speed, stability and 
with less drag. It made my day! 



Popham 2018 - a brief summary by Pete Smith
It has to have been the best weather conditions for the Popham weekend for many a year, 
with both days being extremely good. A lot of club members flew down on the Saturday but 
as I had a prior commitment on Saturday, Ed Wells and myself opted for the Sunday. 
We met up at 8am at Over and soon got going to try and avoid the heat of the day. We flew it 
in one hop and the conditions were perfect with a slight headwind but it was as smooth as 
silk. On approaching the airfield at about 2000ft Ed put in a radio call and we were just doing 
an overhead join at right angles to the designated runway, in order to descend dead side. Ed 
had asked me to keep a look out as he was busy with the radio calls . As I scanned left I 
spotted a bright orange Quik at an identical height and on a converging course to ours. I 
shouted an alarm to Ed who quickly took evasive action and the Quik disappeared behind us 
but it seemed a bit too close for comfort at the time! .Lesson learned even if you think you are 
in the right always keep a good lookout and be prepared for the unexpected.
Thankfully the circuit and landing was uneventful and we parked up.  Ed had clocked up 1 
hour 40 minutes as P1 on this leg. We spent the rest of the day exploring the show.
I really enjoyed the show as there was something for everyone, from single seat deregulated 
flexwings up to top of the range gyros and 3 axis machines.
Here’s a little selection of photos from the day:-

The return flight with myself as P1 was uneventful. A bit bumpier than in the morning and with 
a tail wind we were back in 1hour 11 minutes. A great day out.
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Photo Gallery Selection
Here are a few of the flying photos that members have sent in recently. Check out the Cub 
website galleries to see lots more:-  https://svmc.info/
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Fire spotted when heading back from 
Sywell last summer by Andy Bill

By John Sparks

Approaching Popham by John Sparks

https://svmc.info


Items for Sale
Aircraft refueling pumps available now from 
Graham Lindley – contact 
gclinley@tiscali.co.uk or 07976-607597 for 
further details. 

Club Merchandise
https://svmc.info/svmc-merchandise

Many thanks once again to  Ed Wells for his interesting and detailed “Thoughts from the 
Chair” article and for John Sparks and Andy Bill for supplying photos. Please sent any future 
contributions to the Airscrew to the Editor Pete Smith at: jellyllegs56@hotmail.com
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2 more nice shots by 
John Sparks

https://svmc.info

